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This thesis examines the work-life balance of contemporary men in higher status 

professions. Of interest is how work-life balance is perceived, how the subjects feel that 

they can control work-life balance, and how the subjects perceive that their gender 

influences work-life balance possibilities. These viewpoints are of academic interest as 

much of the prior research in the field studies women’s point of view or ignores the 

issue of gender completely. 

The theoretical framework consists of examining work-life balance as a concept, 

exploring the significance of gender on an organizational as well as an individual level, 

and highlighting the particularities of higher status professional work. The empirical 

part of the thesis is composed of nine qualitative, semi-structured interviews 

performed on relevant subjects chosen through snowball sampling. The gathered data 

is processed through thematic analysis. 

The findings indicate that the respondents are highly devoted to their work and accept 

an abnormal work-life balance. A competing and ever-increasing sense of masculine 

duty to the life domain leads to conflict and a figurative sacrifice of self. This sacrifice 

is sometimes questioned but the devotion to work continues to persist with the life 

domain often suffering. An element of change in this dichotomy is however present. 
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Sammandrag: 

Denna avhandling undersöker balansen mellan arbete och privatliv bland män i högre 

status yrken. Av intresse är hur denna balans uppfattas, hur de studerade subjekten 

känner att de kan kontrollera denna balans samt hur de känner att deras kön medför 

förväntningar gällande denna balans. Dessa synpunkter är av akademiskt intresse då 

mycket av den tidigare forskningen inom ämnet fokuserar på kvinnors upplevelser 

eller ignorerar könsaspekten helt och hållet. 

Den teoretiska referensramen består av att undersöka balansen mellan arbete och 

privatliv som ett koncept, granska betydelsen av kön på en organisatorisk samt 

personlig nivå, och lyfta fram egenskaperna i högre status professionellt arbete. Den 

empiriska delen av avhandlingen utformas av nio kvalitativa, semi-strukturerade 

intervjuer av lämpliga subjekt vilka valdes genom snöbollsurval. Den samlade 

informationen behandlas genom tematisk analys. 

Undersökningsresultaten visar att respondenterna är mycket hängivna till sina jobb 
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hängivenheten till arbetet fortsätter att framhärda, ofta på bekostnad av det privata 

livet. Som helhet är dock ett moment av ändring i denna dikotomi synbar. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

What standards and beliefs exist in the minds of male professionals with regards to the 

management of work-life balance? As contemporary professional workers are assaulted 

with a continually increasing and seemingly endless workload, the balancing act becomes 

ever strenuous. At the same time, perceptions of a masculine model of work, originating 

from both internal and external sources, continue to shape expectations on how life and 

work should be valued. 

With increasingly egalitarian attitudes regarding work-life issues, this thesis aims to 

examine male mindsets towards this phenomenon in general. Focus will be put on 

investigating individuals working in professions typically seen as higher-status, for 

example law, consulting, sales, and banking where issues such as autonomy of work, 

ever-increasing demands regarding reachability, and performance-driven working 

cultures can be expected to showcase the extremes of work-life balance phenomena. 

 

1.1 Background 

The issue of work-life balance and work-life conflict has been an increasingly studied 

phenomenon due to factors such as women’s entry into the workforce, effects of 

technology erasing the boundary between work and private life, and a progressively 24-

hour global society (Moen, Lam, Ammons & Kelly, 2013). Traditionally, these studies 

have focused (either by design or as a reflection on past mindsets) on women’s dual role 

as caretakers and members of the working force (Gregory & Milner, 2009; Rantanen, 

Kinnunen, Mauno & Tillemann, 2011), or ignored gender differences (Emslie & Hunt, 

2009; Ropponen, Känsälä, Rantanen & Toppinen-Tanner, 2016), whereas the male point 

of view of the issue has been academically somewhat sidestepped (Karkoulian, Srour & 

Sinan, 2016; Moen et al, 2013). 

Organizational demands and the structuring of jobs favor a worker unencumbered by 

requirements in the life domain. For this typically male worker, the career path is open 

for personal fulfilment as long as he exhibits the correct masculine traits. This path is 

often sustained by other men who act as gatekeepers to how far an individual may 

progress, selecting apostles in their likeness. Advancement, but also ever greater work-

life conflict is usually the reward for those who successfully conform to these demands, 

while stagnation awaits those who do not. (Acker, 1990; Kanter, 1993) 
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Professionals who have advanced to higher-status occupations are especially at risk of 

increased work-life conflict, owing to the traits of their work. Some of the tools they 

possess to increase flexibility in managing work-life balance have turned against them, 

with the changing nature of professional work erasing the borders between work and life. 

Professional work has become more intense, increased in volume, and broken out of 

temporal and spatial constraints. Under these new circumstances, old tenets of greater 

commitment to work leading to a better state of existence are coming under question. 

(Mazmanian, Orlikowski & Yates, 2013; Moen et al, 2013; Schieman, Whitestone & Van 

Gundy, 2006) 

Changing expectations on the gendered division of household duties add another layer 

of complexity in the management of work-life balance for contemporary male 

professionals. A masculine devotion to work, supported by the spouse’s feminine 

devotion to family, is no longer a given scenario in a society characterized by increasingly 

equal career opportunities and a rise in dual-earner households. The resultant need for 

increased participation in the life domain competes for the limited resources that are 

available. (Blair-Loy, 2003; Karkoulian et al, 2016; Schieman & Glavin, 2008) 

 

1.2 Aim 

The purpose of this thesis is to offer an understanding into how issues of gender and 

status-specific challenges shape the perceptions and practices of work-life balance 

among contemporary male professionals in higher status jobs. 

The research questions are as follows: 

1) How is work-life balance perceived among male professionals in higher status 

occupations? 

2) How do male professionals in higher status occupations see the possibilities 

of influencing their work-life balance? 

3) How do male professionals in higher status occupations feel their gender 

brings with it different expectations and norms with regards to work-life 

balance? 
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1.3 Definitions 

Below, key concepts and terminology used in this thesis will be defined in order to make 

clear the writer’s intentions and to facilitate reading comprehension. 

Borders: The points of separation between life and work domains (Clark, 2000) 

Domains: The spheres of activity associated with either life or work (Clark, 2000) 

Higher-status professionals: “[...] workers in higher status occupations with more 

authority, autonomy, nonroutine work, demands, involvement, longer hours, and better 

pay [...]” (Schieman et al, 2006: 244-245). 

Life: Non-work related activities (Guest, 2002) 

Work: Activities performed under the umbrella of paid employment (Guest, 2002) 

Work-life balance: The subjective perception of equilibrium in being able to perform life 

and work domain activities (Nam, 2014) 

Work-life conflict: The condition of disparity between work and life demands hindering 

the achievement of a desired state of work-life balance (Tausig & Fenwick, 2001) 

 

1.4 Limitations 

The empirical part of the study will be limited to the Finnish working environment, the 

qualities of which might differ from the circumstances portrayed in the theoretical 

framework. 

Due to the already narrow definition of the subjects being studied, additional 

characteristics such as age, marital status, size of household, and career life cycle will not 

be explicitly screened for in the sampling process. 

In limiting the scope of this study, focus will be put on the point of view of employees 

and their interpretations of the conditions they experience in their work domain in 

general. Current and past employers, with differing policies both formal and informal, 

will not be considered as specific objects of study, nor will variables specific to discrete 

professions. 
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1.5 Disposition 

The following chapter will lay out the theoretical framework used in this study, being the 

result of a review of existing key material pertaining to the thesis subject. 

The third chapter will present the methodological framework, detailing the approaches 

used to gather empirical data. In the fourth chapter, these empirical findings will be 

brought forth in the shape of interviewee quotes and thematical outlines. 

The fifth chapter will discuss the discoveries from the fourth chapter in relation to the 

theoretical framework from chapter two as well as identify possible points for further 

study. The final sixth chapter will conclude the thesis with discussion on how well the 

research aims were satisfied. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The main theories pertaining to the thesis subject will be presented in this chapter. First, 

work-life balance will be presented both as a term and from a historical and 

contemporary perspective. In the second and third subchapter, gender will be examined 

from the viewpoint of both organizations and men, respectively. The fourth subchapter 

will highlight the changing characteristics of higher-status professional work. In the final 

subchapter, a summary of the theoretical framework will be provided. 

 

2.1 Work-life balance 

This subchapter will define work-life balance as a concept, explore traditional views on 

the interaction between the two spheres in question as well as introduce a more 

contemporary interpretation of this subject in the form of work/family border theory. 

This border theory will be used as the main tool for interpreting work-life situations 

investigated in the empirical portion of the thesis. 

 

2.1.1 Defining work-life balance 

The separation of life and work has its roots in the Industrial Revolution. This change 

saw the creation of jobs and subsequent careers outside the purview of the homestead. 

The management of the ensuing challenges brought about by the temporal and spatial 

division of duties and activities into work and life domains constitutes the basis for work-

life balance discussion. (Clark, 2000)  

Various terminology has historically been used to capture the entirety of work and 

nonwork differentiation. These include labels such as “work-family”, “work-leisure”, and 

“work-home”. As these designations cover nonwork situations only to an extent, the 

duality of the term “work-life” can be used to exhaustively categorize activities and thus 

easily maintain separation between the two domains. Life is what happens outside of 

work. (Nam, 2014) 

The term “balance” has both subjective and objective qualities. Individuals cope with 

differing levels of work-life pressure in their own way; the same set of circumstances 

manifest in differing perceptions of balance between individual persons. At the same 
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time, however, any possible loss of balance can objectively be identified by outside actors. 

(Guest, 2002). 

In defining work-life balance as a whole, Clark (2000) emphasizes the feeling of 

fulfilment and capability in both domains simultaneously. Nam (2014), on the other 

hand, highlights the individual’s personal understanding of the dynamics between work 

and life and the corresponding state of perceived balance. This objective versus 

subjective dichotomy in defining work-life balance pervades scientific literature and 

associated societal and organizational measures (Guest, 2002). For the purposes of this 

thesis, a subjective stance on work-life balance will be taken. This choice will be further 

explored in Chapter 3.1. 

 

2.1.2 Traditional models of work-life interaction 

The interplay between work and life is multifaceted. Accordingly, many competing 

theories have been proposed over the ages. Zedeck & Mosier (1990) summarize these 

models as spillover theory, compensation theory, segmentation theory, instrumental 

theory, and conflict theory: 

• Spillover – the similarity of domains means that positive or negative 

experiences in one domain lead to corresponding positive or negative 

behavior in the other 

• Compensation – an inverse relationship between domains means that 

individuals seek to make up for perceived lack of fulfilment in one 

domain by compensating for it in the other 

• Segmentation – domains are kept separate with differing behaviors 

and experiences ascribed to them 

• Instrumental – actions in one domain are justified as a means of 

achieving better circumstances in the other 

• Conflict – domains compete with one another for resources in a zero-

sum game, exacerbating feelings of stress in balancing the two 
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2.1.3 Work/family border theory 

Clark’s (2000) work/family border theory has become a pivotal concept in defining the 

relationship between work and private life. Clark moves on from a legacy view of 

conceptualizing work and family as two separate entities to further develop more 

contemporary theories of the mutual interdependence that exist between the two. This 

is done through the concepts of domains and borders. (Clark, 2000) 

 

2.1.3.1 Domains 

Individuals are seen as simultaneously belonging to two different domains: work and 

family (Clark, 2000). These two domains bring with them different norms, guiding 

expected conduct whenever an individual is inside them (Ashforth, Kreiner & Fugate, 

2000; Clark, 2000). Individuals manage the interaction between domains using a 

spectrum between integration and segmentation (Ashforth et al, 2000; Nippert-Eng 

1996).  

In a fully integrated approach, no difference is made in the distinction between work and 

life affairs, whereas on the opposite end of the spectrum, a wholly segmented approach 

keeps the two domains strictly separated (Ashforth et al, 2000; Clark, 2000; Nippert-

Eng 1996). An integration approach leads to an easier crossing of borders but increases 

the blurring of domains, and subsequently complicates the demarcation of the two 

(Ashforth et al, 2000). By contrast, a segmentation approach decreases this blurring but 

also makes border-crossing more difficult, requiring increased effort to enter the 

opposite domain (Ashforth et al, 2000).  

Individuals differ in their partiality to an integration or segmentation approach 

(Ashforth et al, 2000). Neither approach is deemed innately more balanced than the 

other, rather this is seen as being completely affixed to an individual’s subjective 

experience of the situation (Clark, 2000). An integration approach is however connected 

to a similarity in domain identities, while segmentation is linked to inter-domain 

disparity (Ashforth et al, 2000).  
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2.1.3.2 Borders 

The mechanisms enabling the integration or segmentation of work and life is expressed 

through the concept of borders. These borders mark the places of transition between 

domains. They can be denoted in three ways: physical, temporal, and psychological. The 

first two designate the specific place contra time for domain-correct behavior whereas 

the psychosocial definition hands this interpretation over to the personal perceptions of 

the individual. (Clark, 2000) 

Inter-domain borders are further characterized by their permeability, flexibility, 

blending, and strength: 

• Permeability – the scope of which components from the opposite 

domain may enter the active domain 

• Flexibility – the ease with which spatial, temporal, and psychological 

boundaries can be redrawn  

• Blending – a diffusion of boundaries and domain identities in 

situations of simultaneously high levels of permeability and flexibility 

• Strength – the extent to which boundaries are permeable or 

impermeable, flexible or inflexible, and susceptible to blending 

(Clark, 2000) 

Individuals who traverse these borders, so-called border-crossers, can be described 

through the level of influence and identification they have with the respective domains 

(Clark, 2000). Influence pertains to the degree that individuals can affect the content of 

his/her domains and the characteristics of subsequent borders, aiding in the achieving 

of work-life balance (Clark, 2000). Identification happens when an individual associates 

himself/herself with the values and meanings of a domain, increasing his/her willingness 

to form meaningful intra- and inter-domain relationships (Ashforth et al, 2000; Clark, 

2000). This identification facilitates the entry into the domain yet impedes the exit from 

it (Ashforth et al, 2000). 

The autonomy associated with high levels of influence comes from negotiating with 

influential domain members of the work and life spheres, called border-keepers. In the 

work sphere, this is typically a supervisor while in the life sphere this is usually a spouse. 
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It is through the interaction between these key players that domain content is 

constructed, and border characteristics are defined. A border-keeper’s awareness of the 

border-crosser’s duties to the opposite domain, and commitment to the border-crosser 

beyond the contributions done to the border-keeper’s own domain, aids in the 

achievement of work-life balance. (Clark, 2000) 

 

2.1.3.3 Typology of work-life balance 

Nam (2014) expands on the interaction between border flexibility and permeability by 

creating a typology of work-life balance situations. The resultant archetypes are defined 

as integration, autonomy, interference, and segmentation: 

 
Figure 1 Work-Life Balance Typology 

 High permeability Low permeability 

High flexibility Integration Autonomy 

Low flexibility Interference Segmentation 

 

(Adapted from Nam, 2014) 

The integration and segmentation archetypes are consistent with the interactions 

defined by Nippert-Eng (1996) and occur in situations of high flexibility and high 

permeability, and low flexibility and low permeability, respectively. Autonomy occurs 

when the needs of one domain are prioritized over the other (high flexibility and low 

permeability), interference on the other hand is characterized by the interrupting effect 

of one domain on the other (low flexibility and high permeability). (Nam, 2014) 

Border flexibility as a term is considered to be an active undertaking by the border-

crosser while permeability can be seen as a passive circumstance the border-crosser is 

subjected to. Accordingly, flexibility is typically associated with increased work-life 

balance satisfaction while permeability has the opposite effect. (Nam, 2014) 

With the particularities and dynamics of work-life balance having been explored, the 

next subchapter will investigate the work domain from the point of view of gendering. 
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2.2 Organizations and gender 

In this subchapter, the interaction between organizations and gender will be examined 

in order to understand existing gender divisions in working roles. The gender-neutrality 

of organizations will be viewed through differing perspectives, through structural and 

cultural expressions, and through identifying the characteristics of the ideal worker. 

 

2.2.1 Perspectives 

Following Halford & Leonard (2001), three main viewpoints on the interrelationship 

between gender and organizations can be identified: liberal, structural, and post 

structural. The liberal perspective is based on a fundamental equality between genders 

with regards to capacities. Any perceived dissimilarities are seen to rise from residual 

biases and viewed as a hindrance to the fluid operation of an organization. The 

foundations of these biases are seen to exist in historical sex role stereotyping and 

individual personal prejudices, rather than an organized attempt to maintain power 

imbalances between genders and sexualities. (Calás & Smircich, 1996; Halford & 

Leonard, 2001) 

By contrast, the structural perspective views the organizational domain as another arena 

for the interplay between groups of dissimilar power. These arenas have been 

constructed by the powerful and serve to perpetuate their dominance, maintaining 

fundamental differences between genders. The mechanisms of patriarchy and capitalism 

enabling this oppression are rationalized and concealed as the ordinary modus operandi 

of contemporary organizations. (Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Halford & Leonard, 2001) 

The poststructuralist perspective views the interaction between gender and organization 

as being a shifting concept based on issues such as geographical and historical 

differences. This variation is manifested through differing and continually changing 

discourses on gender, sexuality, femininity, masculinity, and life-stages. Gender does not 

equal uniformity nor unity. While more powerful interpretations can attain the status of 

accepted reality and benefit one group over another, this is not seen to be a result of 

purposeful action. (Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Halford & Leonard, 2001) 
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2.2.2 Structure  

Organizational structures, defined as “the formal design of an organization [...] with 

specific responsibilities arranged into hierarchies of accountability and command” 

(Halford & Leonard, 2001: 37), have been argued to be a central component in the 

gendering of organizational life. These different arguments can broadly be categorized 

as bureaucratic-rational, bureaucratic-historical, masculine-dominant, and masculine-

discoursive (Halford & Leonard, 2001). 

The bureaucratic-rational argument contends that modern organizations, structured on 

Taylorism and Weberism, value employees on a strictly rational value-added basis 

(Halford & Leonard, 2001). From the employers’ point of view, the workforce is 

genderless, and should any differences between the sexes arise, are they a result of 

intrinsic qualities found outside of the organization (Halford & Leonard, 2001). 

Proponents of this logic claim the free market should be allowed to operate, even if it 

leads to a gendering of the workforce, typically favoring men (Connell, 2005b). 

Bureaucratic-historical viewpoints argue that any imbalances in gender representation 

exist because men were the first to populate modern organizations. Contemporary job 

roles, especially management, have therefore taken on masculine characteristics. These 

characteristics have become self-sustaining through behavioral expectations serving 

perceived organizational needs, rather than representing an attempt at dominating the 

opposite sex. (Halford & Leonard, 2001, referencing Kanter 1977 & 1993) 

The masculine-dominant assertion on the link between organizations and gender is that 

current structures are created and sustained by men for their own benefit (Connell 

2005b, Halford & Leonard, 2001). While on the surface maintaining the facade of a 

strictly rational and formal bureaucracy, informal policies regarding issues such as 

recruitment, career models, and working hours are used to disfavor women and maintain 

a skewed status quo (Halford & Leonard, 2001). 

Proponents of the masculine-discoursive frame of reference see the bureaucratic 

organization of work as being male-centric in itself and fundamentally incompatible with 

the female mindset. This mismatch is seen to be the source of prevailing gender 

inequalities that contradict gender-neutral organizational suppositions. While men have 

substantially more to gain from bureaucracy, they are however still seen as a party co-

dominated by capitalistic interests. (Alvesson & Billing, 1997, referencing Ferguson, 

1984; Halford & Leonard, 2001) 
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2.2.3 Culture 

Organizational culture is seen as another expression and simultaneous producer of 

gendered working life. The attitudes, beliefs, and values shared by the members of an 

organization, evolving over time and manifesting themselves in symbols, language, and 

practices, enable and shape expected sex role performances. Although identified with to 

differing degrees, these central values often transcend individual thought and rationality 

and can stem from both local and global sources. In Western societies these systems are 

characteristically masculine, built on a foundation of the worker being a white, middle-

class man. (Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Halford & Leonard, 2001) 

Halford & Leonard (2001) highlight the way this masculinity is exhibited in mission 

statements, control of communication, formation of corporate imagery, use of space, and 

assumptions regarding domestic duties: 

• Mission statements – corporate use of language associated with 

stereotypically masculine values of hierarchy, competitiveness, 

discipline, and law of the jungle 

• Communication – men setting the tone of discussion and controlling 

flow of information by sequestering choice details to environments of 

male bonding, such as sports clubs 

• Imagery – upholding stereotypical portrayals of gendered job roles in 

company publications and dress codes 

• Space – affording men more privileges regarding office size and 

freedom of movement 

• Domestic duties – ascribing the burdens of domestic life solely to 

women, hindering their career progress 

Matters of employee ethnicity, sexual orientation, educational background, and social 

class add another layer of complexity to experiences of organizational culture. As 

indicated, Western organizations were first populated by stereotypically heterosexual 

middle-class white men, with their values and ways of acting having become synonymous 

with expected organizational behavior. Ultimately, some men with traits not matching 

this image may have a harder time fitting in than women who tick more proverbial boxes. 

(Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Halford & Leonard, 2001) 
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2.2.4 Ideal worker 

In the structural and cultural expressions of contemporary bureaucratic organizations, 

an image of the ideal worker is formed. Though seemingly an abstract piece placed in a 

capitalistic-rational game board, it is in fact the male worker that has come to signify the 

ideal occupant of a job position. It is his body, his sexuality, and his relationship to work 

and procreation that has consumed the image of a seemingly genderless workforce. 

(Acker, 1990) 

He works full-time and commits himself to a life-long job. He displays characteristics 

seen as masculine, such as rationality and control of emotions. He has a spouse who 

manages the household. No other indispensable elements exist in his life other than his 

work. The ideal worker lives only for his job. (Acker, 1990) 

From exploring the gendered nature of organizations, the next subchapter will delve 

more deeply into the constitution of masculinity. 

 

2.3 Men and masculinities 

In this subchapter, the concepts of man and masculinity will be explored. Differing 

interpretations will be offered, and both uniting and dividing interactions will be 

examined. Masculine expressions will also be viewed from both an organizational and 

domestic point of view. 

 

2.3.1 Constructing man 

The two traditional postulations behind the formation of the male gender are the 

sociobiological and social constructionist theories. The sociobiological theory sees the 

male body as a natural machine, optimized and predetermined through evolution to 

display characteristics typically seen as masculine, such as tendencies and attitudes 

towards competitiveness, family life, and male homosociality. Existing social 

configurations are considered to be an extension of these natural traits assigned to men 

from birth. (Connell, 2005a) 

The social constructionist theory, in contrast, sees the body as a blank slate on which 

gendered social expectations and cultural expressions are stamped upon. These 
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expectations and expressions often stem from portrayals of masculinity in popular 

culture and the news cycle. The body is constantly molded to fit these ever-shifting 

criteria, using means such as exercise, diet, fashion and, in more extreme cases, surgery. 

(Connell, 2005a) 

A more contemporary theory sees the production of gender through the enactment of sex 

roles. Each culture has its own set of values which define the male role in a societal 

setting. Masculinity is then the integration of these expectations into one’s state of being. 

(Connell, 2005a)  

Connell, however, moves on from these concepts to consider in more detail the role of 

the corporeal body in the construction of gender. Coining the term “body-reflexive 

practice”, Connell shifts the view from the body being a static determinant or an infinitely 

malleable piece of clay, to in itself being an active agent in the formation of social 

processes. Using metaphors of sport and manual labor, Connell outlines the 

“constitution of masculinity through bodily performance” (Connell 2005a: 54). These 

bodily performances are set against a backdrop of sociocultural constructions of 

masculinity, shaping their interpretations and outcomes in a loop that feeds back on 

itself. Privileged individuals enlist the aid of outside help and technology in the quest to 

expand their abilities and embody the masculine lifestyle. (Connell, 2005a; Connell & 

Messerschmidt, 2005) 

Extending the metaphor into contemporary skilled work, information technology has 

established a new arena for the expression of manliness. With masculinity seen as the 

exercise of force and skill, men in these technology-driven professions have come to 

define 21st century expertise at the expense of their working-class counterparts. Through 

the de-skilling of conventional manual labor, only force is left as a statement of 

masculinity for blue-collar workers. (Connell, 2005a)  

With masculinity being expressed through the use of one’s body, and the human body 

being a depreciating asset, at some point in time the individual will come up against 

physical limitations in the assertion of his manhood. In highly competitive settings, these 

restrictions usually come up sooner rather than later, manifesting as excessive wear and 

tear due to the display of peak masculinity. Exercises of great masculine performance 

can also sometimes hinder the individual from enjoying the associated benefits, with 

expectations of continued high performance locking him into a state where the defining 

aspects of his accomplishment come to overrule all other externalities. (Connell, 2005a) 
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2.3.2 Multiple masculinities 

The study of masculinity owes its roots to the proliferation of feminism and subsequent 

studies on gender. While the topic of gender was initially equated to the emancipation of 

women, this area eventually expanded to include the study of men. These studies 

highlighted the existence of multiple masculinities, their deep societal integration, and 

the temporal and locational nature of them. (Connell, 2005b; Connell, 2012; Connell & 

Messerschmidt, 2005) 

Masculinity exists in the intersectionality of characteristics such as age, location, race, 

sexuality, and class (Connell, 2005a; Connell, 2005b). Correspondingly, masculinity is a 

multifaceted concept. In examining the interrelationships between these masculinities, 

Connell (2005a) identifies four principal positionings: hegemonic, subordinated, 

complicit, and marginalized masculinity. 

Hegemonic masculinity is defined as “the configuration of gender practice which 

embodies the currently accepted answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy 

[...]” (Connell 2005a: 77). This cultural subordination extends especially to women but 

also to men not seen as fitting this masculinity. Hegemonic masculinities residing in the 

corporate world are especially salient, with ties to a masculine model of work causing the 

potential for paternal role conflict. Fully embodied by relatively few, hegemonic power is 

in a constant state of flux, taking on new forms as social circumstances dictate which 

discourses are deemed acceptable at that specific time and place. (Connell, 2005a, 

Connell 2012; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005) 

Subordinated masculinity consists of traits seen as being antithetical to hegemonic 

masculinity. The most common example is homosexuality, which in contemporary 

Western society has historically been shunned by a wide variety of means. This 

dichotomy has been a notable source of development for the concept of multiple 

masculinities. Though to a less extreme degree, this exclusion from “real” masculinity 

also extends to those heterosexual men deemed as being too weak-willed to fit into 

hegemonic masculinity. (Connell, 2005a; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005) 

Complicit masculinity describes men who, while not avid practitioners or possessors of 

the ideal form of manhood symbolized by hegemonic masculinity, still benefit from the 

associated advantages brought about by the divisional forces in play. These men are not 

subjected to the accompanying social perils of being identified as a member of the 

patriarchy. Rather, they maintain positive social relationships and compromises with all 
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gender parties, playing multiple mental fields at once. Even so, the influential nature of 

hegemony strongly affects complicit masculinity. (Connell, 2005a; Connell & 

Messerschmidt, 2005)  

Marginalized masculinity consists of men who, while exhibiting most of the requisite 

characteristics of hegemonic masculinity, do not attain this status due to ethnicity or 

socioeconomic status. Individual achievement can break this barrier, but this does not 

validate the individual’s background on a larger scale. Hegemonic masculinity, in a 

Western context, is predominantly white and well-educated. (Connell, 2005a) 

These characterizations of masculinity should not be viewed as “fixed character types but 

configurations of practice generated in particular situations in a changing structure of 

relationships” (Connell 2005a: 81). In other words, rather than a typology, Connell’s 

descriptions offer a dynamic framework on which to base further analyses from in 

different societal settings. A particular brand of masculinity is not something one 

chooses, but rather a result of interaction with others. (Connell, 2005a) 

This masculine dynamic exists in tandem with gender relations as a whole as well as 

historical and environmental factors. Imperialism, globalization, and transnational 

corporations act and have acted as mechanisms of change in gender orders throughout 

the ages on local, regional, and global levels. These processes shape the lives of both men 

and women, and in the clash of patriarchies, even with a collective masculine dividend, 

some groups of men find themselves having more in common with the women in their 

lives than with other men. (Connell, 2005b; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005)  

 

2.3.3 Organizational masculinity 

The upper layers of organizational structures are frequently inhabited and maintained 

by a tightly knit circle of men, all but carbon copies of themselves. They appear alike, 

they act alike, and they talk alike. This homogeneity can be seen to be a result of dealing 

with the uncertainties inherent to positions of higher responsibility; the act of creating a 

group of uniform individuals solidifies, on a psychological level, the ability to respond to 

these unpredictable situations. This organizational group thus excludes not only most 

women, but also many men who are disqualified from advancing either due to their 

background or their inability to conform to the image and qualities needed to join the 

professional masculine elite. (Kanter, 1993) 
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The competition to advance in the organizational ladder is especially pronounced 

between male candidates. In these settings, the work domain is seen as a venue for the 

expression of one’s masculinity, with career progress demonstrating its validity. This 

male rivalry for promotion opportunities leads to increased organizational commitment, 

increasing the stress on life domain activities and thus work-life balance as a whole. 

(Collinson & Hearn, 1994) 

 

2.3.4 Domestic masculinity 

The sociocultural models of work devotion and family devotion consist of historical 

patterns with regards to the gendered division of labor. These patterns shape our 

expectations and consequent career paths, forging identities and functioning to 

constrain the impact of individual choice. Work-life conflict stems from battling the 

mismatched devotional commitments to work and family. In an ideal world, work 

devotion and family devotion exist separately in a symbiotic, domestic relationship. 

(Blair-Loy, 2003) 

The masculine-ideal work devotion schema calls for self-actualization through fervent 

commitment to career and employer. A breadwinning role for the family is undertaken, 

through which absence from the domestic domain is justified. This absence increases 

with organizational advancement, with concurrent fiscal gains often exceeding rational 

needs. Instead, it is the pull of the work and a sense of belonging that leads the follower 

of the work devotion schema to depend on his domestic partner to manage 

responsibilities tied to family and household. (Blair-Loy, 2003) 

The feminine-ideal family devotion schema ascribes the natural, biological fit of raising 

children to mothers. Children are seen as delicate beings, and men unsuitable as 

caregivers. Family life gives enjoyment and meaning through everyday emotional 

interactions and creativity. A career is considered antithetical to good parenthood, and 

followers of the schema are often stay-at-home parents or work part-time. They support 

their working spouse by managing children and the household, but at the same time are 

dependent on their partner to provide income. (Blair-Loy, 2003) 
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Figure 2 Conventional Characteristics of Family Devotion and Work Devotion 

 Family Devotion Work Devotion 

Hierarchical yet 

symbiotic association 

between 

Husband and wife 
Employer or supervisor and 

professional employee 

Mandate 

Management of the 

household is a vocation that 

demands immersion and 

commitment 

Management of the career is 

a vocation that demands 

immersion and commitment 

Ideal purpose in life 

All-engrossing dedication to 

care of children, thought of 

as fragile and holy, as well as 

husband and household 

All-engrossing dedication to 

employer and career 

progress, with a 

breadwinning responsibility 

for the family 

Symbiotic exchange 

between devotions 

Management of household-

related matters allows 

husband to pursue work 

devotion schema 

High financial compensation 

allows wife to limit job 

participation and pursue 

family devotion schema 

Rewards 

Gratification, sense of 

purpose, creativity, 

closeness, protected 

subsistence, community with 

other schema followers 

Advancement, financial 

independence, prestige, 

interesting work, sense of 

accomplishment, community 

with colleagues 

Conventional gender of 

schema follower 
Woman Man 

 

(Adapted from Blair-Loy, 2003) 

This traditional and dualistic division of devotions is however in a state of change. 

Evolving gender norms see the rise of career women and the increasing prevalence of 

dual-earner households, leading to a convergence of devotions. Women’s loyalty is 

increasingly shifting to the workplace, and men are expected to participate in the family 

domain to an expanding degree. The consequence of this change in dichotomy is an 
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increase in the blurring of borders between work and life. (Blair-Loy, 2003; Karkoulian 

et al, 2016; Schieman & Glavin, 2008) 

With men and masculinities having been defined, in the next subchapter we will return 

to the work domain to explore the specific nature of higher status work. 

 

2.4 Higher-status professionals 

In this subchapter, the particularities of higher-status professional work will be 

discussed. This will be done through identifying central hypotheses surrounding the 

concept, examining contemporary characteristics of workers and their duties, resulting 

working states, as well as recognizing breaking points.  

 

2.4.1 The stress of higher status 

The stress of higher status hypothesis by Schieman et al (2006) rests on the 

interrelationships between greater job authority, greater job autonomy, greater job 

demands, greater job involvement, higher pay, nonroutine work,  and longer working 

hours as being precursors to increased work-life conflict. Professionals in these types of 

higher-status working conditions have, in the name of organizational commitment, 

increased flexibility and permeability of their work-life borders, increasing the likelihood 

of conflict (Schieman et al, 2006). 

The stress of higher status hypothesis is counterbalanced by the resources of higher 

status hypothesis. Viewed from this lens, some of the same characteristics acting as 

aggravators to work-life conflict can also have a mediating effect on work-life balance. 

These are, namely, authority, autonomy, nonroutine work, and higher pay. While these 

resources, overall, make for interesting and sought-after employment opportunities, 

they are still attenuated by the concomitant sources of stress. (Schieman et al, 2006) 

On an individual level, the demands of higher status translate to a reduction in time spent 

in the life domain and can lead to a range of various life-quality reducing illnesses such 

as fatigue and anxiety (White, Hill, McGovern, Mills & Smeaton, 2003). On an 

organizational level, work-life conflict can affect absenteeism, organizational devotion, 

and turnover rates (Michel, Kotrba, Mitchelson, Clark & Baltes, 2011). Executive-level 

professionals report the highest occurrence of work-life conflict, but the higher degree of 
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education and concomitant gains in human capital typically associated with these 

individuals has a buffering effect on how distressing the conflict is perceived (Schieman 

& Glavin, 2011). The mental preparedness to take on higher status positions, and 

associated work-life balance challenges, can also be a mitigating factor (Rantanen et al, 

2011). 

 

2.4.2 The changing nature of professional work 

In the past, the borders between work and life were more rigid, serving to 

compartmentalize them. Globalization and technological advances have, however, 

heavily eroded these borders in order to oblige an increasingly 24/7 economy and 

performance-driven business culture. With this change in dichotomy, professional 

workers have been put in charge of managing their own work and nonwork schedules, 

with weak borders between the two facilitating the spillover of work matters into private 

life. As limitations of space and time have been disconnected from the working model, 

gone are the mutually respected boundaries and rules of the 40-hour workweek. (Moen 

et al, 2013) 

Moen et al (2013) qualify the changes in professional work through the concepts of work 

intensification, work extensification, and boundaryless work: 

• Work intensification – increase in requirements regarding the nature of 

the work being done 

• Work extensification – increase in requirements regarding the amount 

of work being done 

• Boundaryless work – increase in requirements regarding the time and 

location of the work being done 

This shift in work expectations has gone uncontested and become the new status quo 

(Moen et al, 2013). In response to the stresses on domain borders discussed in chapter 

2.1.3, professionals have instead created methods of accommodation, defined by Moen 

et al (2013) as “time-work strategies”: 

• Prioritizing time – giving primacy (either genuine or ostensible) to one 

domain over the other 
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• Scaling back – reducing the amount of obligations in a domain in order 

to achieve better functioning in the other 

• Blocking out time – a temporary formation of hard borders in order to 

focus on tasks in one domain 

• Time shifting – circumventing traditional working and nonworking 

hours in the name of flexibility 

Some of these strategies require either the implicit (often managerial) or explicit (often 

status-driven) acceptance of the employer but mostly they are perceived by the 

employees as individual coping mechanisms devised to combat personal inadequacies 

with regards to contemporary expectations in performance. As such, these strategies are 

primarily formulated to enable better functioning in the work domain at the expense of 

the life domain, to the point of such adaptations being viewed as a sign of personal 

success rather than an unfortunate circumstance. (Moen et al, 2013) 

These acts of self-governance also function to give professionals a feeling of work-life 

balance; the act of balancing needs creates, in itself, a sense of being in control. This 

perception of control surpasses even the actual availability of organizational supportive 

practices as a measure for work-life balance satisfaction. (Tausig & Fenwick, 2001) 

 

2.4.3 The paradox of autonomy 

As technology has erased the limitations of time and space from the working model, new-

found possibilities for increased autonomy have reshaped previous expectations on 

connectivity and accessibility in professional settings. In the short term, these changes 

have offered professionals increased flexibility and better control over their duties by 

being continually connected to the flow of information, choosing when and where to 

respond, if at all. (Mazmanian et al, 2013)  

In the long term, however, this state of being continuously connected has led to a shifting 

of professional norms toward one of continual availability: working “anytime” and 

“anywhere” has escalated into meaning “all the time” and “everywhere”. This change in 

premise has been self-induced through the avid use of the increased engagement 

possibilities that have become available and a shared assumption, as well as resultant 
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expectation, that this level of practice is the new status quo for contemporary 

professional work. (Mazmanian et al, 2013) 

Organizational control also functions to unobtrusively constrain the positive potential of 

job autonomy. This includes maintaining the image of an ideal worker towards the 

employer, upholding norms within one’s team, preserving professional reputation, and 

adhering to deadlines. Autonomy thus leads to increased work devotion through a 

disguised interaction with control. (Putnam, Myers & Gailliard, 2013) 

The obligations inherent to higher status positions have especially driven the dissipation 

of work-life borders through the extensive discretionary control of both work schedule 

and method of execution that come with rank. This demand-driven integration of work 

and life functions as a catalyst for work-life conflict, with work being brought home and 

availability being maintained outside of office hours. This dynamic is especially 

dominant for male professionals. (Schieman & Glavin, 2008) 

 

2.4.4 The premise of perpetual work 

Contemporary professional career paths are built on the traditional premise of linear and 

unbroken work. Life is seen as something external, something that should not be allowed 

to act as an intrusion to this exercise in ideal occupational performance. This thought 

process has established itself as the prevailing norm through “public and business 

policies, practices, and conventions [...]” (Moen et al, 2013: 82). (Moen et al, 2013) 

The dynamic between life and work domains has hence been defined by both 

corporations and professionals; the life domain is a source of stress. Ideally, the 

management of life issues (such as family and household) should be outsourced 

completely to e.g. a spouse. This allows the professional to focus on paid work, achieving 

the present-day definition of personal fulfilment. (Moen et al, 2013) 

This premise is however based in a reality that is rapidly evolving. The increasing 

demands of professional work combined with the rise in dual-earner households 

translates into ever greater pressure on the life domain. With organizational practices 

not flexing to accommodate these new circumstances, employees must contend with the 

mental disconnect that an increased commitment to the work domain does not 

automatically translate into a better existence when considering the net total 

contribution of both work and life domains. (Moen et al, 2013) 
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The next and final subchapter will summarize the theoretical framework as a whole. 

 

2.5 Summary of theoretical framework 

In reviewing the literature, a distinctly masculine theme to the concept of work emerges. 

From the point of view of the employer, men are expected to represent workers 

unburdened by externalities and thus capable of devoting their lives to the achievement 

of organizational goals. From the male employee point of view, organizational structures 

and ladders constitute contemporary venues for the display of masculinity, with 

continual advancement serving as the means to highlight its significance. 

Access to higher-status positions is typically moderated by a masculine elite. It is their 

values and characteristics that permeate organizational life, and career progression 

entails the absorption and enactment of these traits. Those who successfully out-compete 

their rivals and manage to break through this masculine threshold are rewarded with the 

subsequent benefits. The cost of the requisite organizational commitment can, however, 

heavily offset these rewards. 

With contemporary higher-level work being characterized by the erosion of borders 

between work and life brought about by technology and globalization, the flexibility of 

work has become the inflexibility of not working. A seemingly infinite workload must be 

managed with finite physical assets, leading to increasing levels of work-life conflict. A 

masculine devotion to work is, nevertheless, still expected to be upheld. 

At the same time, changing societal assumptions regarding the division of labor between 

genders sees an expectation of increased participation by men in the life domain. For 

men with families a breadwinner role, justifying absence from home, is no longer as valid 

as before, forcing a reshaping of identity. The push and pull of resulting competing 

devotions sees the blurring of borders and increased work-life conflict. 

In this setting of masculine predispositions and presuppositions, amplified by changing 

gender norms and the ever-greater demands of their line of work, male professionals in 

higher-status positions must navigate their way towards achieving some definition of a 

balance between life and work. 
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3 METHOD 

This chapter will present the methodological framework for this thesis. First, appropriate 

ontological and epistemological stances will be identified. Second, more concrete choices 

concerning the research approach will be motivated and selected. Lastly, the actual 

methods of collecting and analyzing the research data will be introduced along with 

ethical considerations. 

In constructing the methodological framework, emphasis is put on fit regarding fulfilling 

the aims of this study as well as the inter-compatibility of methodological choices. 

 

3.1 Ontological and epistemological considerations 

Ontology concerns itself with the conventions we hold about how the world around us 

functions. The two main competing views are objectivism and constructionism. 

Objectivism disconnects the role of the actor from social structures; rather, these exist in 

a vacuum. An example of this would be an unchanging organization, enacting its fixed 

values and rules on an ever-rotating roster of faceless employees. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; 

Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009) 

Constructionism, on the other hand, designates the social actor as an entity forging 

reality. It is through individual perceptions and subsequent social interactions that 

meaning is assigned, varying according to space and time. Using the organization 

metaphor, a constructionist view sees the values and rules as being in a constant state of 

flux, renegotiated and reinterpreted through the everyday interplay of actors. (Bryman 

& Bell, 2015; Saunders et al, 2009) 

Epistemology pertains to the validation of research data and the means of achieving it. A 

key epistemological divider is the perceived soundness of using natural-scientific 

investigation methods in social-scientific settings. The resulting positions are defined as 

positivism and interpretivism. The positivistic paradigm accepts only concretely 

discernible phenomena as being valid data, leading to testable hypotheses and the 

generation of scientific laws. The researcher must position himself externally to the 

investigation being performed, maintaining objectivity. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders 

et al, 2009) 
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In contrast, interpretivism places value on the understanding of human behavior rather 

than the explanation of it. Differences in individual perceptions, apprehensions, and 

actions are seen as creating a scientific setting too multifaceted to be bound down by 

generalizable laws. The role of the researcher is to put himself in the shoes of his subject, 

interpreting the phenomenon at hand through this viewpoint. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; 

Saunders et al, 2009) 

As this thesis will focus on work-life balance as a subjective concept, and its individually 

perceived interaction with gender in a higher-status setting, the roots of this thesis will 

be in constructionism and interpretivism. 

 

3.2 Theoretical reasoning 

Deduction, induction, and abduction constitute the main predispositions to 

understanding the relationship between theory and research. Deduction sees the 

construction of hypotheses out of theory, which are then translated into measurable 

conditions and empirically either proven or disproven. An inductive approach, 

conversely, focuses on theory-building through the gathering of empirical data. Both 

approaches have their limitations, with deduction being reliant on the proper selection 

of theory and an inductive strategy not being guaranteed to ever achieve the empirical 

saturation needed to enable the formulation of valid theory. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; 

Saunders et al, 2009) 

In trying to overcome the limitations of the aforementioned positions in reasoning, the 

use of abductive logic has gained traction in academic studies. An abductive approach 

tries to infer the most likely explanation to a phenomenon from a set of competing 

interpretations. This is done through a continual dialogue between existing theory and 

empirical data, allowing the researcher to keep an open mind with regards to his or her 

findings. (Bryman & Bell, 2015) 

As this thesis explores a very specific and somewhat understudied intersection of 

individuality, an abductive approach is used. A purely deductive method would constrain 

the unearthing of new findings and a strictly inductive viewpoint might require a sample 

size beyond the scope and accessibility of this project. Rather, existing theory is used as 

a moving platform to the process of discovery and interviewee data leads the way to 

fulfilling the aims of this study. 
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3.3 Qualitative research 

A key distinguisher of scientific research is the use of either a quantitative or qualitative 

methodology, each approach having their pros and cons. While not a fixed description, a 

quantitative methodology is stereotypically associated with the gathering of measurable 

numerical data, a deductive reasoning, a positivistic epistemology, and an objectivistic 

ontology. Quantitative researchers seek widely generalizable conclusions through rigid 

structuring of their work. (Bryman & Bell, 2015) 

Qualitative research, generally speaking, sees the collection of non-numerical data, the 

generation of theory from research, an interpretive stance on the theory of knowledge, 

and a constructionist viewpoint to the study of existence. A more unstructured approach 

to work is needed to capture the essence of the more contextual characteristics of 

qualitative investigations. Interviews are a commonly used method of conducting this 

type of research, owing to the flexibility of gathering data. (Bryman & Bell, 2015) 

Interview methods can be categorized into three different types: structured, semi-

structured, and unstructured. A structured interview sees the application of an identical 

interview experience across the board with regards to the context and sequencing of 

questions. Questions are typically highly defined and come with fixed choices with 

regards to response, aiding the aggregation of gathered data. Unstructured interviews, 

by contrast, only base themselves on loose subject matters and let the interviewee guide 

the direction of the discussion. An unstructured interview is informal by its nature. 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al, 2009) 

Semi-structured interviews are built on pre-determined questions based on theory but 

maintain flexibility in their usage and ordering. The questions are typically more abstract 

in their wording and allow for further probing in case something unexpected or of 

substance materializes in the responses given. This probing is a key part when taking an 

interpretivist position. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al, 2009) 

With the above methodological traits in mind, the academically suitable choice for 

fulfilling the aims of this study using abductive reasoning is the qualitative, semi-

structured interview. 
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3.4 Sampling 

Qualitative research is predominantly occupied with purposive sampling when it comes 

to selecting units of analysis. In purposive sampling, objects or subjects are deliberately 

chosen so that they are relevant to the research questions at hand. Due to purposive 

sampling being a non-probability sampling method, a generalization of results to a wider 

population is not possible. (Bryman & Bell, 2015) 

Snowball sampling is a type of purposive sampling used to identify and select 

respondents. The researcher makes contact with an initial group of suitable candidates 

who then refer the researcher to other individuals fitting the characteristics being 

researched. This process is continued until a suitable sample size has been achieved. 

Snowball sampling is especially suitable when the interviewees have rare attributes or 

are otherwise difficult to access. (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al, 2009) 

With the subjects of this study inhabiting a specific intersection of gender and career, 

together with the need to commit time to being interviewed in a distinctly hectic work-

life situation, snowball sampling was used to gather respondents who had both the 

characteristics and the desire to participate in this research. The premise was that an 

invitation sponsored by an industry colleague would carry more weight than an 

individual outreach by the researcher. 

 

3.5 Data collection 

In gathering empirical data for this thesis, an interview guide formulated by the WeAll-

project was used as the basis for interviews performed with research participants. The 

WeAll-project is a joint research collaboration between the University of Helsinki, 

Hanken School of Economics, and the University of Jyväskylä into the subject of work-

life balance. For the writer of this thesis, this arrangement offered a tried and tested 

interview guide, and for the providers of the guide, additional data sets to be used at 

discretion. This interview guide was both modified and expanded on as needed in order 

to cover the specific research aims of this thesis. 
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3.6 Data analysis 

Thematic analysis of qualitative data sees the identification of emergent concepts by the 

analyst. These themes must relate to the study at hand and can be identified in both the 

theoretical framework and the empirical data. Gathered themes then serve as the 

premise for proposing valid conclusions to the aims of the research. (Bryman & Bell, 

2015; Ryan & Bernard, 2003) 

In identifying themes, Ryan and Bernard (2003) recommend scanning the gathered 

material for repetitions, indigenous typologies or categories, metaphors and analogies, 

transitions, similarities and differences, linguistic connectors, missing data, and theory-

related material: 

• Repetitions – recurring topics of discussion 

• Indigenous typologies or categories – the use of localized terminology 

and their meaning 

• Metaphors and analogies – figures of speech used by the interviewees 

and their respective interpretations 

• Transitions – pinpointing the demarcation of topics 

• Similarities and differences – contrasting how interviewees express 

themselves or how pieces of text differ 

• Linguistic connectors – semantic analysis of meaning 

• Missing data – contemplating about possibly omitted information in 

the responses given 

• Theory-related material – deriving themes from prior theory and 

examining their relevance in light of the gathered data 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015; Ryan & Bernard, 2003) 

With thematic analysis being rooted in both theory and empirical data, it is a natural fit 

with the abductive research design of this thesis. 
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3.7 Ethics 

Research ethics revolve around the treatment of subjects participating in the study and 

the means of procuring relevant information from them. Central themes in ethical 

research are minimizing harm to participants, the securing of informed consent, respect 

of interviewee privacy, and candor regarding the purpose of the study. The issue of ethics 

also extends to the processing, storage, and analysis of gathered data. (Bryman & Bell, 

2015; Saunders et al, 2009) 

Work-life balance, especially in higher-status settings, exists in the formal and informal 

push and pull of the employer-employee power dynamic. Together with issues of 

perceived gender differences in organizational settings being included as a variable in 

the scope of this study, interviewees may have been reluctant to voice their unfettered 

opinions and experiences, owing to the fact that these men might typically be categorized 

as belonging to a particularly privileged class of individuals. In order to remove the risk 

of harm to professional and personal reputation, total respondent confidentiality was 

guaranteed. 

 

3.8 Positioning the author 

The author of this master’s thesis has been active in working life for over a decade and 

can be considered to be a part of the target demographic studied in this treatise. The 

inspiration to write on this subject matter stems from these particular professional 

experiences, encountered both first- and second-hand. While this offers a more in-depth 

understanding of the topic and its many nuances, as well as relatability with the interview 

subjects ultimately aiding the discovery procedure, care must be taken not to let personal 

experiences and beliefs cloud the methodological process and relevant academic 

findings. 

 

3.9 Positioning respondents 

For the purpose of this thesis, a total of nine semi-structured interviews were performed. 

The author utilized his own professional network to make initial contact with suitable 

respondents; these contacts then referred the author to additional candidates as per the 

principles of snowball sampling. Members of the extended family as well as business 

acquaintances where a power dynamic would seemingly compel participation or affect 
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response reliability were left out, and the final sample included a mix of respondents 

previously both known and unknown to the author. 

Respondent age varied between 34 and 52 years. Six of the respondents had university-

level education, two respondents polytechnic-level, and one respondent upper secondary 

school -level. Eight respondents were married or had a live-in partner, five of these also 

had children. Four respondents had arrangements where the spouse had extended 

responsibility of the household, either temporarily as the children were young or as a 

permanent arrangement. Each of the respondents worked in the Finnish private sector 

in areas such as sales, consulting, and law. The respondents occupied job positions in 

either senior management or were otherwise positioned in roles of high individual 

expertise. Specific titles included Managing Director, Country Manager, and Vice 

President. 

Due to the small sample size and the snowball-method of sampling used in this thesis, a 

detailed matching of characteristics to respondents will not be performed. This decision 

stems from the need to maintain the anonymity and confidentiality of the respondents 

in line with research ethics as previously discussed in subchapter 3.7. Attributing a 

characteristic to a specific respondent will only be done if it is necessary to capture the 

underlying circumstances needed to understand an interview quote, and even then, only 

to the smallest possible degree in order to prevent any recognition of the respondent. 

 

3.10 Analysis procedure 

Each interview transcription was analyzed and coded independently in order to treat 

each respondent in a subjective manner. Notes taken during the interviews themselves 

were used to aid this process, and the audio recordings were returned to as needed to 

clarify any unclear sentences. This work was performed in a rolling fashion as each 

transcription was finished. 

Once eight of the transcriptions were individually analyzed and coded, work began using 

Microsoft Excel to amalgamate the diverse codes into something more cohesive and 

structured. This was done in an iterative fashion with the theoretical framework and aims 

of the thesis in mind until conceptual maturity was reached. Where the initial framework 

was insufficient to explain answers, additional theory was researched into in the 

abductive manner set out in subchapter 3.2. 
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Due to scheduling difficulties, the ninth interview was performed much later than the 

others. The processing of this interview did not differ from the others, but care had to be 

taken to minimize the influence of the prior analyses. Findings from this interview were 

then added to the bulk of the results. 
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4 FINDINGS 

In this chapter, the material gathered from the interviews will be analyzed against the 

backdrop of the theoretical and methodological framework. Findings will be presented 

using thematic codes derived from the data for the purpose of answering the research 

questions relevant to this thesis.  

The below image summarizes the main thematic findings: 

 

Figure 3 Summary of Thematic Findings 

 

 

4.1 Responsibility 

Responsibility was an overarching theme found in the dataset. The respondents 

subscribed to a mentality of duty to task, with non-performance not being an option. This 

commitment was divided into duty to work, duty to family, and duty to self. The 

shouldering of these obligations functioned as variables to perceptions of work-life 

balance. 
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4.1.1 Duty to work 

Each respondent reported high levels of work-related pressure consistent with the stress 

of higher status as set out by Schieman et al (2006). Working hours were often not 

counted in any way, working days were not fixed and could end up being extended at a 

moment’s notice, availability was maintained outside the office setting, and work was on 

the mind constantly. 

"It is hectic in that way because, you are a bit of a consultant, and above all, there is a saying that 
within sales there are no working hours. A salesperson is on the job 24/7, if one wants to achieve 
good results" (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“[...] you’re in a position where the client expects you to be constantly reachable [...]” (Interviewee 
U, freely translated) 

“During weekdays there is constantly something that one processes even during the evening, 
sometimes weekends as well. We have noticed with my wife that on Friday evenings we spar with 
each other regarding the past week and on Sunday evening one is already planning for the coming 
week.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

Work duties themselves were described as nonroutine, unpredictable, and containing 

multiple responsibilities. Keeping up with both internal and external demands lead to a 

pressure to succeed, with the intensification and extensification of responsibilities (Moen 

et al, 2013) being evident. Work was never-ending and fraught with deadlines. 

“[...] every unit is individual, every person is individual, and every client is individual. There is no 
standard solution, it must always be found separately.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“Something arrives from the client and you receive 160 mails per day and you don't have time to 
read them all and something remains unread until two days later when you notice that there now 
remains only 48 hours of the original 72 hour deadline.” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“I mean, we always have a plethora of ongoing projects. They never end, and they always have a 
deadline that was yesterday, and there's a constant pressure to further them, and one has to work 
with several internal and external variables.” (Interviewee I, freely translated) 

But even with these work-related sources of stress, respondents seemed to be at terms 

with them. The demands of higher status and subsequent working conditions were 

accepted as being a matter of personal choice and a part of the status quo of their line of 

work. Instead, a devotion to work (Blair-Loy, 2003) permeated the narrative provided 

by the respondents. 

“When I accepted the position I knew, or perhaps it was an attitude, that it comes with the territory. 
That it is a relatively large amount of responsibility, so I need to be available quite often.” 
(Interviewee W, freely translated)  

"This is nothing of a secret, I think everybody knows that in [my industry] people work hard. There 
is what you might call a culture of working hard, a cultural value." (Interviewee R, freely 
translated) 
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“There is an implicit understanding that things need to get done, and that there are certain things 
that are delegated to me and have an associated time pressure. So, if you can’t manage it during 
office hours, you do it at home and sometimes it’s even prudent to finish something in advance, so 
you have time to do something else.” (Interviewee I, freely translated) 

 

4.1.2 Duty to family 

A high sense of responsibility toward the family unit was apparent in the dataset, even 

among respondents without children. Family matters functioned mentally as a hard 

border in the eyes of the respondents, with time being blocked out for this purpose as a 

time-work strategy (Moen et al, 2013). 

“I don’t want to come home and immediately open the computer, as long as the children are awake, 
instead I do it only after they have gone to sleep” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“I have it as my limit that when I’m with the girls, the cellphone stays away” (Interviewee I, freely 
translated) 

“"I'm trying my best to keep it that way that when I'm at work then I'm at work one hundred 
percent, and when I'm at home I'm at home one hundred percent. Especially because of the kids.” 
(Interviewee W, freely translated) 

This measure of family devotion (Blair-Loy, 2003) co-existed with the respondents’ 

devotion to work, and even surpassed it in some circumstances according the responses 

given. Family matters were identified as the only socially acceptable reason to deviate 

from one’s work responsibilities. 

“In the Finnish work community, nobody guilts you for being away because of the children, but if 
you're away because the darkness makes you depressed and you want some warmth and sun, then 
that can become an issue.” (Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

“Perhaps if you said that "I can't participate in this project because I absolutely want to go sailing 
in the archipelago this weekend", then I would see it as a less relevant reason. But if you said, "I 
have to go sailing in the archipelago because I promised the children", then that would probably 
be okay (laughs).” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“In practice, reasons stemming from family are still more powerful and apparent.” (Interviewee T, 
freely translated) 

 

4.1.3 Duty to self 

The respondents subscribed to a subjective view of work-life balance (per Nam, 2014) 

and placed the onus of managing it on the individual himself. Objective measures, such 

as company policies, were dismissed as being irrelevant. 
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“I'm of the opinion that there is an endless amount of work to do, for anyone. Enough for every 
waking hour. It's up to oneself to arrange things so you can take [time off]." (Interviewee Q, freely 
translated) 

"I think it's important that you have a balance that you're personally satisfied with, that the amount 
of work you do is OK compared to the amount of free time you have. Because too much free time 
can lead to boredom and having nothing to do, like it feels sometimes when you have a long 
vacation. So, at some point you feel that this is enough, and I want to back to work." (Interviewee 
Y, freely translated) 

“It is up to yourself to find that line, nobody else can tell you "this is too much, and this is too little". 
And then being able to look yourself in the mirror and recognize when the line has been crossed.” 
(Interviewee I, freely translated)” 

 

4.2 Control 

In analyzing the dataset, the element of control emerged as the second main permeating 

theme. This component was relevant through interactions where one possessed control 

and where one forfeited it. Relevant topics to control were managing drive, managing 

borders, and managing appearances. 

 

4.2.1 Managing drive 

The respondents reported an extensive passion for their job and for performing their 

duties, in line with the work devotion schema (Blair-Loy, 2003). Work gave meaning to 

life, even with the accompanying conflicts. Working long hours was not seen as an issue 

as long as the work itself was engaging. 

“And then I remember my wife didn't think it was so cool because she was the one that had to 
make the evening meal and put the kids to bed while I sat in front of the computer and made an 
Excel that I absolutely did not need to do just then. But I just become so hooked.” (Interviewee W, 
freely translated) 

“I mean, the sad truth is that I'm, very genuinely interested in what I'm doing (laughs), I mean I 
read professional literature during my spare time and so on.” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“Well I have to say that I need an interesting job. That if I do something very monotonous for very 
long then I get bored and might start thinking about changing jobs. In the end work has to be 
challenging as well and if it becomes too easy and too boring, then it feels like something's 
missing.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

This professional engagement was seen as an even bigger driver than fiscal or 

professional rewards. In this sample, nonroutine work was considered to be a more 

valuable resource of higher status (Schieman et al, 2006). 

“Of course you have to prioritize when you can't be everywhere at once, but in a certain sense, it's 
not the money or professional success that makes the job a priority but I feel it's about gathering 
feelings of accomplishment in life and those guide my priorities.” (Interviewee Q, freely translated) 
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“Well it's not about advancing in one's career from a strictly position point of view, but from the 
sense that you get to develop the role in a meaningful direction. And also, partly because I like to 
carry responsibility and that the responsibilities are bigger as well, it feels meaningful and 
inspiring in that way. But not for the position itself, it has no intrinsic value.” (Interviewee T, freely 
translated) 

“Earlier I've worked overtime, more work than what I should have done, because I was so 
interested in a project or the thing I was working on, without even knowing that companies should 
pay for overtime.” (Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

Autonomy arose as another resource of higher status (Schieman et al, 2006) that the 

respondents valued. Being able to dictate job content and being in a position of influence 

was an important part of their professional drive. 

“I'm an unconventional person in the sense that I don't want to fit into somebody else's mold, 
which is the reason why I wanted to start my own company, so there wouldn't be anyone breathing 
down my neck, dictating how I should be and act.” (Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

“I mean, it has fairly large significance that you can influence matters, and truly be able to make a 
change.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“I do have thought about what it would be like to have a job where you go home at five every day 
or whenever it is that people go home. But I think that at least for now I enjoy the freedom I get 
that it's worth it.” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

 

4.2.2 Managing borders 

The respondents displayed the use of flexibility (Clark, 2000) in two different ways. One 

exhibited method aimed to close off life domain affairs from the work domain yet allowed 

work to interfere with life. 

“But I can become better at not thinking about work when I'm at home. Because it feels a bit unfair, 
that when I'm at work I don't think about my family at all, but when at I'm home it just ends up 
being sometimes that, when we're sitting down for dinner, I glance at the cellphone and see I've 
received three emails, is there something interesting in them (laughs), you know.” (Interviewee W, 
freely translated) 

 “If there's something that's truly important on the work side of things, you still often end up 
thinking that it's what you're getting paid for, and you're supposed to deal with it.” (Interviewee E, 
freely translated) 

You have had to think about what things you do when and sometimes cancel private plans due to 
work developments. (Interviewee T, freely translated) 

The second way of using flexibility allowed life matters to be performed during office 

hours. But even this was contingent on task completion not being jeopardized, with work 

also encroaching into the life domain. 

“You can (laughs) be anywhere you want to be. I don't care where you are as long as you bring in 
the euros.” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 
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“I feel that because I actually don't have any working hours, officially, and in a way don't have any 
official free time, that it doesn't matter what time it is when I do something that concerns the 
family. You just have to deal with it. Handle things even during office hours.” (Interviewee E, freely 
translated) 

“Oh, definitely. Just go and handle your own affairs. From the firm's and everybody else's 
perspective, it's just about getting your tasks done.” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

Interestingly, some of the respondents ended up belonging to both of these two groups. 

This could indicate flexibility being used as a time-work strategy (Moen et al, 2013), with 

differing methods of flexibility being used on a situational basis. 

The issue of permeability (Clark, 2000) also showed a clear preference for work-

dominance. 

“It's quite a lot of responsibility so I need to be available rather often. So, I can actually work from 
the bed, I can work from a café, I can work during the workday, I can work during the holiday. So, 
it's (laughs), you can say you're like this 24/7 [...]” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

 “And of course, I mean, this cellphone can ring at any time, and you have to live with it.” 
(Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“But I know that 90 percent of my colleagues still answer during the evening or night or whenever 
they read the emails. But it’s also their choice to do so.” (Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

The role of border-keepers (Clark, 2000) was pronounced. These could have a negative 

or positive effect, and quite often pinpointed how the respondents themselves managed 

borders. 

 “But otherwise, my wife is also canny. She doesn't send any messages or call during the workday. 
I've been able to completely close off the home when I'm at work.” (Interviewee W, freely 
translated) 

“Maybe I've in the past had the type of boss who had the tendency to send during the evenings, sit 
and write out even several emails and ask something or send something, and I, in the beginning 
of my career, even responded during the evenings.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“But if the employer and especially your own supervisor, is someone who has a good balance 
between work and free time, then it affects the subordinates considerably. So, if the supervisor 
expects you to be reachable 24 hours and to do everything perfectly, then it mentally influences 
the employee quite much.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

The management of borders occurred mainly through informal methods. The existence 

of any type of relevant HR-policy was either unknown to the respondents or dismissed. 

This is in line with unofficial time-work strategies (Moen et al, 2013) being used as means 

of controlling work-life balance (Tausig & Fenwick, 2001). 

“There aren't any, or it can be that somewhere in [headquarters] in some cupboard (laughs) there 
is a very old HR-policy that might concern this.” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“There has probably always existed some type of official policy. But I've always felt that, as said 
that if you don't have any working hours and don't have any official free time either, then I don't 
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think they should concern these type of people who are basically always reachable and always on 
duty, so to say.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“We have some guidelines from 2015 that concern work performed outside the office. But, 
otherwise nothing. You are a bit like an entrepreneur in that you pretty much decide yourself how 
and when you do the job.” (Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

These unofficial strategies were more typically used to extend working hours than 

anything else. At times, the respondents attempted to block out time (Moen et al, 2013), 

and create hard borders toward the work domain. These hard borders, however, proved 

oftentimes to be porous. 

“But I've more or less slid into a model where the summer vacation and maybe the Christmas 
holidays are times when you can completely relax. But otherwise, being away for a week in the 
middle of the season, without reading an email, or without receiving a phone call from a client or 
member of staff, is not so easy. It comes with the territory.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“I mean compromises naturally, because for several years now, and this is not a joke, my vacation 
has been moved forward by one week. I guess it's a compromise. But not in a fundamental way. I 
mean if I had a trip booked for the same day my summer vacation started then I would probably 
not compromise on that point. But then again it's more about a type of internalized norm where I 
don't book that trip for the first day of my vacation because I know that might happen.” 
(Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“I've had this practice for a few years now that we together with my boss a few weeks prior [to my 
vacation] have gone through things that might come up. And I've tried to come up with ready-
made solutions in advance. A bit like preempting problems. And in addition, for the past two years, 
I've had the custom to completely stay away from emails. Except if somebody sends me a text 
message, asking me to look at a specific case, otherwise my boss and my colleagues try to 
independently deal with the issue.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

 

4.2.3 Managing appearances 

Together with the management of one’s personal drive, the maintenance of outward 

appearances was important for some respondents. In line with Putnam et al (2013), this 

extended to one’s professional reputation, how one’s team viewed you, and how the 

employer perceived you. 

“But I know I have subordinates who don't really care about the salary, but rather, you know, "It's 
my face on the line, I want to look good for the customer" for example and so you do a little extra.” 
(Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“And nowadays, well we don't have working hours in that sense, so I've done work, just to get 
things done and so that my colleagues won't get disappointed in me. As long as you finish 
something so that it doesn't become a trend or that you get, what is it called, that others don't get 
the idea that you don't handle things to the end.” (Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

“I'm home from a family of entrepreneurs so it stems a bit from my parents' backbone that you 
should always do your job in the best possible way and as well as possible, then somebody will 
notice that you are able and give you the opportunity to do something else.” (Interviewee U, freely 
translated) 
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The issue how colleagues perceived you was especially relevant to the respondents, 

echoing the image of an ideal worker (Acker, 1990). The use of flexibility and the lack of 

adherence to expected task performance (Putnam et al, 2013) were seen as points of 

contention, both as the spectator and the spectated. 

“I've stopped posting about my trips to social media in order to put an end to negative feedback. 
There are certain people who don't think it's ok, that you should work hard, toil, and be content 
with the five weeks of yearly vacation you get and otherwise be at work and do long days.” 
(Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

“Yeah I mean how can I put it, the school I come from, my previous job, you were looked at a bit 
sideways if you took out for example paternity leave and well, there was just an expectation of 
working very hard. There is no life, only this job. As in forget everything else.” (Interviewee W, 
freely translated) 

“Well I have to say that maybe because I myself am accustomed to unfinished business needing to 
be dealt with, so if there have been people in the workplace who have simply left in the middle of 
things because their eight hours are up then it has usually led to someone else having to deal with 
it. So yes, I have sometimes looked sideways at that.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

The topic of organizational competition, masculine or otherwise, was not found in the 

dataset to the degree mentioned in the theoretical framework as per Collinson & Hearn 

(1994). Instead, the respondents referred to a competition against oneself. 

“"[...] so it doesn't arise that we would keep information from each other or anything, but the 
reason we meet once a week is to share information on how everyone can become better. I mean 
we're all company men (laughs).” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“We have, well there's competition (laughs) all the time. I don't take that much pressure over it 
unlike maybe before. But it's more about competition against yourself and your own goals.” 
(Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

“There's been no need to compete against others, it's been more about competing against myself. 
To prove myself that I can do this, that has probably been the driver.” (Interviewee U, freely 
translated) 

Some respondents perceived the phenomenon of male homosociality (Connell, 2005a) 

and homogeneity (Kanter, 1993) as shaping their professional lives. These interactions 

were alternately seen as being either deliberate or coincidental.  

“So, we all come from the same school, actually. So it can be that our Managing Director, he's not 
our Managing Director anymore he decided to leave during the autumn, but when he recruited us 
it's guaranteed that he saw something that worked elsewhere and just wanted to create these types 
of duplicates. I think. Because, it's not like somebody who's recruiting would think "I only want 
men", I think. Not here at us anyway. But it's just ended up that way. (Interviewee W, freely 
translated) 

“It's pretty much among men that we discuss these things. You don't necessarily talk with women 
about personal stuff.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

“Yeah there exists of course, it's a small inside group that chooses similar people so that they can 
better agree on things, and that have a similar way of thinking and the same vision on how to 
proceed, so naturally it becomes an inside clique.” (Interviewee I, freely translated) 
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4.3 Masculinity 

The theme of masculinity was present throughout the respondent’s narrative of their 

work-life circumstances. This presented itself both directly and indirectly, as well as on 

both a professional and domestic level. Emergent codes relating to this theme were 

winning bread, dual devotions, and breaking images. 

 

4.3.1 Winning bread 

With regards to their gender, the respondents subscribed to a breadwinner-mentality, 

consistent with the work devotion schema (Blair-Loy, 2003). This breadwinner role was 

contrasted with the expectation that women bear the brunt of domestic duties (Halford 

& Leonard, 2001; Blair-Loy, 2003). 

“I have played with them at home, gone traveling and spent time with them like that but in some 
way my responsibilities have been few when it comes to the children. Of course, things like taking 
them to the doctor then I'm the only one able to drive in the family, and I take care of the financial 
aspect [...]” (Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

 “Perhaps there's an expectation that women are more involved in household affairs, and so on, so 
maybe men get off easier that way. But then men are usually expected to be the one who, brings 
the bread to the table so to say. And that causes stress for men, when you have to constantly be a 
source of safety and safeguard the family economy.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

“It's likely still so that the woman is expected to be the one who is home with the children, and not 
the man. Implicitly, of course.” (Interviewee I, freely translated) 

The breadwinner role was in some cases expanded to include providing a lifestyle 

suitable to higher status. Higher pay, a resource of higher status (Schieman et al, 2006), 

was especially relevant with regards to providing for the family. 

“Barriers, I mean there we come to the financial situation, and it would probably mean getting a 
worse salary, which would mean we wouldn't be able to live so centrally. Have to move further out. 
I don't know. Maybe sell the car and so on. But there are (laughs) people who don't live in the city 
center. There are people who manage. I mean it's mostly an attitude thing, you get so very spoiled 
here in the center and these (laughs) circles. So, I think it's mostly a question of attitude. But if you 
ask the wife, well she just presses me to continue on and to advance my career and not to downshift 
(laughs). Absolutely not.” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“Then you of course have to be careful not to overdo it, but it's certainly one of the nice things 
about soldiering on, that you have the possibility to take the kids skiing and traveling, and really 
do things in your spare time and vacation, those occasions when you have that (laughs).” 
(Interviewee E, freely translated) 
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4.3.2 Dual devotions 

Consistent with Zedeck & Mosier (1990), Blair-Loy (2003), and Schieman & Glavin 

(2008), the respondents that had a family reported a mixing of work and family 

devotions, leading to work-life conflict. Family, especially children, were seen as 

sacrosanct, yet the pull of the work domain remained strong. 

“I mean, at a very macro level, I want that my kids, when they are 15 or 18, are able to say "thank 
you for having worked so much that you could give us all this but still were present" (Interviewee 
W, freely translated) 

“The days become long when you're first at work and then come home and do family things and, 
sometimes, you notice when you go to sleep that you're really tired. I mean physically. You notice 
a real physical tiredness.” (Interviewee I, freely translated) 

“It can be interesting in the way that you are fully immersed in doing something but then it comes 
up that okay the family is waiting to go on vacation, the wife is waiting to spend some time together, 
and things are still unfinished. Or having gone on vacation and then someone from work calls 
saying this thing didn't end up working or something (laughs) similar...” (Interviewee Q, freely 
translated) 

This situation of dual devotions often led to the respondents sacrificing themselves in 

order to meet the subsequent demands. Where family was absent, however, the schema 

of work devotion still drew resources away from the life domain in a similar manner. 

“Right now, it's about making sure that the children are safe and that they are fed, and that they 
can sleep (laughs). I mean the kids are five and two, so the past five or six years have revolved 
actively around just the children. So, nothing for myself. I have paused myself in a way, you could 
say.” (Interviewee W, two children, freely translated) 

 “No (laughs). Not really. They [the children] take up all my time. All spare time.” (Interviewee I, 
two children, freely translated) 

“Yes, well that is a tragic tale. I don't know. I don't have any active hobbies, as such...” (Interviewee 
R, no children, freely translated) 

In the end, the work devotion schema still seemed to reign supreme. Components of the 

life domain were negotiated around the needs of the work domain, more than vice-versa. 

“I've just always thought it comes with the territory (laughs). Thinking about my own parents as 
well, perhaps the example comes from there, that the family doesn't always come first but that 
sometimes you just have a work trip and it can't be fixed [...]” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 

“[...] but if I think about the younger colleagues then it's maybe that... yes when I look at them I 
notice that it usually ends up that the young dads take their paternity leave during the summer, 
and women take theirs other times. And obviously, if you take it during the summer then it affects 
the job less.” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

 “It's perhaps a bit about predicting it. And in a certain sense restraining from planning something 
that you want... For example, in the end you don't plan anything personal for the working week.” 
(Interviewee T, freely translated) 
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4.3.3 Breaking images 

The stress of higher status (Schieman et al, 2006) had exacted its toll on the respondents 

to one degree or another, leading to negative health consequences (White et al, 2003). 

This despite some relatively young respondent ages, professionally speaking. 

“I laid in a heart monitor at [the hospital], and laying there with all those cables in your body 
staring at the ceiling I thought this isn't so good. I was 34-35, two small children and so on. That 
this isn't worth it.” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“Waking up in the middle of the night and not being able to go back to sleep. It's been a problem, 
for a longer time, several years even [...]” (Interviewee Y, freely translated) 

“It's been more about sometimes being so dead tired after work that when you get home you're 
simply so tired that you don't have the vigor to do anything besides sitting in front of the TV, and 
then maybe becoming irritated when your spouse wants to do something and you don't have the 
energy.” (Interviewee U, freely translated) 

The notion of an ideal worker (Acker, 1990) lived strongly in the mind of the respondents. 

Failure to live up to this image led to feelings of guilt. 

“Yes perhaps women more easily, I mean if we think about your free time then eventually, and I 
want to emphasis eventually, I don't have any experience myself that way, there is a stronger 
expectation that men, in situations of crisis, can work overtime so to say and deal with the situation 
and, perhaps women, it's more okay for them to say "I have to go get the children from daycare" 
or something. "I have to go now", and then...” (Interviewee R, freely translated) 

“I have a guilty, I have a bit of a guilty conscience exactly because I know that my team is at work 
at 8.30 and then I arrive at 9, and then they are still there when I go to the daycare and pick them 
[children] up. It doesn't feel, of course it doesn't feel good." (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“[...] we have a few guys who have had to go on medical leave, and perhaps only after that 
understood that you have to spend your sick leave doing something fun instead of feeling guilty 
about it, that you’re not allowed to have fun.” (Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

Still, many respondents reported having undergone a shift in mentality regarding the 

amount of work they do and how available they are, akin to a denouncing of old values 

(Moen et al, 2013). Yet, this denouncing seemed more imagined than concrete. 

“But I'd say on a monthly level I've somehow learned. In the past I've done these 200-250 hour 
months but I've learned to try and keep them, roughly, to a monthly 150 hours at [workplace] and 
maybe 50 hours at [freelance position] (laughs) so the months are still 200 hours long but....” 
(Interviewee Q, freely translated) 

“So directly after having been in [the hospital], I stopped taking the laptop home, ever. I've now, 
in one and a half years taken the laptop home maybe three times. Earlier I took it home every 
evening so that I was always available. So now it's a bit more difficult, I mean, it's not like I can 
start working with the cellphone or go to my home iMac and work there, but leaving the laptop is 
a bit of a statement and it feels better mentally. That I don't have to. I work if I want to, but I don't 
have to.” (Interviewee W, freely translated) 

“I've had emails beeping in the phone, every time a new message arrived. But I've skipped that for 
six, seven years now and made it so that it doesn't sync itself, but I have to go myself and pull the 
messages if I want to. I do admit that I also during weekday evenings check if something has 
arrived or not, every now and then. But I wouldn't respond to them, at least not so that it was 
visible that I wrote them during the evening.” (Interviewee E, freely translated) 
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4.4 Conclusion of findings 

The findings were relevant to the thesis aims in that they a) confirmed prior theory, b) 

contradicted prior theory, and c) brought to light new dynamics. The main themes of 

responsibility, control, and masculinity functioned as variables in the defining of the 

respondents’ work-life balance. These themes, and relevant subthemes, were all 

interconnected to some degree. 

Responsibility saw the management of multiple domains. Work was seen as hectic, 

unpredictable, and constantly on the mind. Yet, this was an accepted state of affairs. This 

was contrasted with a sense of duty to family, especially children, where work devotion 

was seemingly put in its place. On the whole, work-life balance was seen as something 

subjective that the individual himself had to manage. 

The theme of control included the handling of one’s devotion to work. Control of work-

life balance was maintained through informal means, with border-keepers functioning 

as both moderators and enablers. The management of borders saw the creep of work into 

private life, despite occasional flashes of flexibility in the opposite direction. Maintaining 

professional appearance was another important factor, with both masculine and gender-

neutral components ascribed to it. 

Masculinity functioned as a predictor and aggravator of work-life balance. Traditional 

masculine values were to some degree held on to, while intermixing more contemporary 

standards. The resultant situation of dual devotions served as a clashing point for many 

respondents with a family, while a devotion to work still consumed the life domain for 

respondents without one. 

These findings, along with implications, will be discussed more in-depth in the following 

chapter. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

This chapter will concern itself with discussing the findings from Chapter 4 and 

consequent implications. The discussion will be structured based on the research aims 

outlined for this study: 

1) How is work-life balance perceived among male professionals in higher status 

occupations? 

2) How do male professionals in higher status occupations see the possibilities 

of influencing their work-life balance? 

3) How do male professionals in higher status occupations feel their gender 

brings with it different expectations and norms with regards to work-life 

balance? 

 

5.1 Perceiving work-life balance 

The issue of how work-life balance is perceived appeared as a nexus of responsibilities 

involving work duties, family life, and a responsibility to self. From the way the 

respondents talked about the issue, and subsequent theme identification, it is clear that 

the work-life dichotomy needs to be divided into the two aforementioned parts with 

regards to the life domain: family, and self. In sum, this triad of obligations constituted 

the work-life balance phenomena for the interviewees. 

 A devotion to work (Blair-Loy, 2003) was strong, even as the pace and requirements of 

the respondents’ duties were heavy. Work permeated the lives of the respondents and 

any off-time, mental or physical, was rare. The stresses of higher status (Schieman et al, 

2006) were highly evident in the sample. Yet these stresses were recognized as being a 

part of the role they had accepted (as per Moen et al, 2013), likely functioning to cushion 

the associated negative effects (Rantanen et al, 2011) together with the high level of 

education found in most of the sample (Schieman & Glavin, 2011). The dereliction of 

one’s organizational duties or the abandonment of the higher status professional lifestyle 

seemed in most cases unthinkable to the respondents. 

This work devotion coalesced with a duty to family (Blair-Loy, 2003), from which the 

respondents aimed to insulate the tendrils of work. Family was talked about as 
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something holy, yet reading between the lines, and sometimes directly, this holiness 

seemed oftentimes to be permeable. This competing fidelity was however at least 

superficially approved even among childless respondents, with talks of how the 

managers example of picking up kids from the daycare set a good precedent. On the 

flipside, actually picking up kids from the daycare could lead to feelings of guilt over not 

being at work with one’s colleagues. This corresponds with findings from Karkoulian et 

al (2016) that life affairs interfering with work performance is a source of stress especially 

for men. 

For respondents without children, the work-life balance equation did not seem any less 

skewed in favor of the work domain. Although not separately and specifically quantified 

in the interviews, stories of work-related fatigue and a lack of time for hobbies or meeting 

friends were no less frequent. While the effect of having children on work-life balance is 

previously well documented (Michel et al, 2011; Tausig & Fenwick, 2001), this finding 

would concur with the observation by Hammer, Kossek, Anger, Bodner & Zimmerman 

(2011) that the subjective experience of work-life conflict can be more influential than 

objective familial duties. The possibility of having children in the future was however 

often quoted as a source of specific concern with regards to the management of work-life 

balance. 

The management of work-life balance was seen as being a matter of personal 

responsibility rather than a structural problem (Emslie & Hunt, 2009; Moen et al, 2013), 

and the interviewees seemed to harbor the notion that they had the possibility to 

influence the work-life balance equation. From the accounts given, however, this notion 

can be challenged. While many had seemingly become to embody the lifestyle of higher 

status professional work, more often it seemed that the devotion to work overrode all 

other externalities, with the respondents being in the passenger rather than the driver 

seat. A state of work-life imbalance does not, however, automatically equate to work-life 

dissatisfaction, especially for subjects in highly qualified positions (Konishi & Dufour, 

2016). 

Concludingly, the respondents found themselves to be central actors straddling multiple 

domains. The push and pull of demands from these domains constituted the work-life 

balance dilemma, with a sense of duty characterizing the responses. The next subchapter 

will explore the control-related aspects of this totality. 
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5.2 Controlling work-life balance 

The possibility of influencing the work-life balance equation manifested itself in diverse 

ways. As a prevalent theme, the respondents reported a high sense of personal drive and 

professional interest as being a defining characteristic of their working life. Work was a 

source of personal engagement and identification (Clark, 2000), the value of which 

overrode any tangible rewards. A competition against oneself was seen as being a bigger 

motivational factor than any inter- or intra-organizational rivalry, gendered or not. Yet, 

as per Michel et al (2011), this same drive functioned to reduce the resources available 

for the life domain and increased work-life conflict. Maintaining control of one’s work 

domain and subsequent duties was however deemed important by the respondents, 

perhaps functioning to cushion the impact of the aforementioned conflicts (Kossek & 

Lautsch, 2012; Michel et al, 2011; Tausig & Fenwick, 2001). 

Maintaining a professional appearance was likewise important for most of the 

respondents. This need to prove one’s capabilities and devotion to work was aimed at 

both clients, colleagues, and superiors (Putnam et al, 2013). The resultant maintaining 

of an outwards “face” led to increased workloads and in some cases a hiding of 

circumstances that would portray the subject as not being completely devoted to work.  

As a whole, work-life balance was mainly controlled through informal means, with any 

organizational policies potentially hindering the enactment of the respondents chosen 

work-life equilibrium being ignored. This use of autonomy mostly meant the execution 

of more work, rather than less, confirming prior male-specific observations (Gregory & 

Milner, 2009). Whether this exercise had implicit or explicit acceptance (if not direction, 

see Fleming & Spicer, 2004 and Kossek & Lautsch, 2012) of the employer, or how in 

practice any potential constraints would be formulated at higher-level positions were 

formal working hours necessarily need not exist, remained unexplored as per the scope 

of this thesis. Still the organizational benefits of allowing personalized working practices 

seem clear (Moen et al, 2013), even though prior studies highlight the positive synergy 

between work-life balance practices and job control on employee work satisfaction (Jang, 

Park & Zippay, 2011). Where flexibility was used to distance oneself from the work 

domain, the informal nature of the act could be construed as functioning to camouflage 

the hit on professional image that a formal leave would entail (Gregory & Milner, 2009).  

The use of flexibility and permeability (Clark, 2000) appeared to be directional, with the 

respondents typically adopting an integration of work-to-life issues but a segmentation 
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or autonomy approach (Nam, 2014) with regards to life-to-work matters. This finding is 

in line with previous similar discussions on border directionality (Emslie & Hunt, 2009; 

Kossek & Lautsch, 2012). While not explicitly put into words, the dual demands of work 

and life formed a type of hierarchy of needs (as per Halrynjo, 2009), where the demands 

of work mostly superseded the demands of life. Life-to-work flexibility existed, but only 

within the confines of performing your professional duties. A family emergency seemed 

to function as the only true hard border where the life domain was fully shielded from 

the work domain. Personal control of work-life balance was more conceptual than 

concrete (Mazmanian et al, 2013), though this does not necessarily have an adverse effect 

on work-life satisfaction (Tausig & Fenwick, 2001). 

This behavior was moderated, though more typically facilitated, by border-keepers 

present in the respondents’ life (Clark, 2000). The role that these border-keepers, 

spouses, colleagues, and superiors, played was pronounced and appreciated (or 

sometimes criticized) in the responses given. This confirms that social support is an 

important factor connected to the maintenance of domain balance (Kossek & Lautsch, 

2012; Michel et al, 2011; Moen et al, 2013). 

In summary, the control of work-life balance appeared as a web of implicit and explicit 

constraints and enablers. Of note in the responses given was the need to maintain 

agency, with working long hours not being a problem if it meant the freedom to throw 

oneself into interesting tasks. Where control was lost, the same hours worked could mean 

work-life conflict. This dynamic played out according to the ebb and flow of external 

demands. The next subchapter will explore the gendered aspect of maintaining work-life 

balance. 

 

5.3 Gendering work-life balance 

The topic of masculinity and gender in relation to work-life balance split the respondents 

more than the other themes, perhaps due to the sensitive nature of the topic, with the 

gendering of work and life often being distanced either in a mental, temporal, or 

locational way. Depending on the interpretation, this could either be due to progress 

made on this issue, or a witting or unwitting exercise in socially acceptable discourse of 

continued underlying division favoring men (Alvesson & Billing, 1997; Connell, 2005a; 

Halford & Leonard, 2001). Yet, some aspects specific to masculinity brought forth in the 

theoretical framework were clearly evident, either directly or indirectly. With the 
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identified themes perhaps unsurprisingly casting the respondents to a degree as either 

figurative heroes or victims, these were the role as a breadwinner, the mixing of work 

and family devotions, and the image of the ideal worker. 

A breadwinner-mentality was evident in the responses given, along with a traditional 

gendered division of household duties (Halford & Leonard, 2001; Blair-Loy, 2003; Moen 

et al, 2013). Men were seen as fiscally responsible for the household, while women were 

often seen as having a more natural affinity and concomitant responsibility towards 

raising children. This image lived on in the minds of the respondents as well as practical 

household arrangements in many cases, though it was often recognized by the subjects 

themselves as being rooted in historical background. Some respondents went on to 

explain that providing a lifestyle of higher status, specifically, was important to them. 

This mindset of being a provider for the family can function to increase working hours 

compared to men without children (Aumann, Galinsky & Matos, 2011). 

At the same time, however, this mentality coexisted with the expectation that the 

masculine participation in the household goes beyond simply a fiscal responsibility, 

signaling a convergence of devotions (Blair-Loy, 2003; Karkoulian et al, 2016; Schieman 

& Glavin, 2008) to at least some degree. Children especially were seen as important, with 

time spent with them being deemed significant enough to at least temporarily separate 

oneself from the work domain, and prior historical data indeed showing increased 

paternal involvement (Aumann et al, 2011). This was however negotiated against a 

backdrop of professional demands that often mentally or physically separated the 

respondents from the life domain. The juxtaposition between being an ideal worker and 

a good father was evident. While the efforts to participate in the life domain are no doubt 

sincere, the question of the actual contribution remains, especially in the case of fathers 

who ultimately often take on more limited family roles and duties when compared to 

women (Hatten, Vinter & Williams, 2002). 

On the whole, the juggling of domain needs led to a sacrifice of self (similar to 

“superdads” from Cooper, 2000), negative health consequences (White et al, 2003), and 

conflict (Zedeck & Mosier, 1990). From trouble sleeping to sick leaves due to burnout, 

each respondent had perceived negative effects caused by overwork to some degree 

during their career. With the average age of the sample being 40 years, the question is 

how professional performance can be sustained for another 20-30 years, especially with 

the stresses of higher status not reducing with seniority. As men are often considered an 
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advantaged group (Connell, 2005b), these findings pose questions regarding the 

desirability of living out the masculine lifestyle. 

With the breaking of the masculine body (Connell, 2005a), the masculine ideal worker 

(Acker, 1990) performance was likewise broken. The state of not being able to perform 

brought with it feelings of guilt. This guilt appeared to stem from internal factors rather 

than external; sympathizing with a colleague seemed far easier than forgiving oneself. 

Some had reached the tipping point of denouncing work devotion (Moen et al, 2013), yet 

this denouncing seemed to only be present in the minds of the respondents more than 

anything, with old models appearing to be hard to discard and the pull of the work 

domain continuing to be irresistibly strong. 

In closing, gendered expectations on the nature of work existed in the minds of the 

respondents to one degree or another. While this can be considered unfortunate from 

the point of view that the respondents, occupying roles of higher status, are in a position 

to influence the gendering of organizational culture (Connell 2005b, Halford & Leonard, 

2001; Kanter, 1993) and subsequent expectations more strongly than lower-ranking 

colleagues, glimmers of a change in this masculine dichotomy were still evident in the 

responses given. Though far from the notion of gender pioneers (Halrynjo, 2009), this 

gives hope for a future where balance between work and life domains is an accepted state 

of affairs even for this cohort of extreme professional circumstances. The capacity for 

men to change is documented, especially in Scandinavian settings such as the one 

relevant to this thesis, with strong societal support systems targeting both genders 

(Connell, 2005b; Gregory & Milner, 2009). Societal, organizational, and above all 

personal expectations and assumptions need however to align in order for this progress 

to continue and have any meaningful effect on the work-life balance of men in higher-

status professions. 

 

5.4 Summary of discussion 

In the above discussion of the research findings, a contribution has been made in 

broadening the understanding of the work-life balance of men in higher-status 

professions. Due to the qualitative approach taken and the broad nature of the research 

questions, the findings are not generalizable, and some interactions were left out in order 

to limit the scope of this study. The following subchapter will present possible points for 

further research, after which the final chapter will conclude this thesis. 
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5.5 Further research 

For subjects with a family, the respondents constituted just one part of the work-life 

domain equation. The natural devotion to work and acceptance of the demands of higher 

status found in the sample might have led to a bias in interpreting one’s work-life balance 

situation and resultant consequences. Supplemental views from the life domain, spouse 

and/or children, would cement relevant findings and help shine a light on situations 

where a level of cognitive dissonance appeared to occur. 

Secondary points of view could also be procured from the work domain in the shape of 

women’s experiences regarding the demands and expectations of higher status. This 

would eliminate any possible masculine proximity bias when it comes to identifying 

underlying mechanisms of gender inequality not already found in the sample. 

With the issue of gender being a sensitive topic, the possibility remains that the 

respondents in this study did not wish to fully express themselves on this matter. This is 

especially relevant as the interviews were recorded. A fully anonymous, quantitative 

study on this subject could help investigate the likelihood of this occurrence and explore 

potentially missed points of view. 

With the stress of higher status (Schieman et al, 2006) being a relative rather than an 

absolute definition, possible interactions may have been missed when not taking into 

account the professional seniority of the representative sample. A narrowing of the 

sample to only the highest status individuals (e.g. CEO) could lead to different 

conclusions than what has been offered in this thesis. 

When questioned about the source of their high work ethic and adopted balance between 

life and work, some respondents cited childhood experiences and the example their 

parents provided as a defining source. A deeper investigation into this dynamic could 

prove academically fruitful. 

The high incidence rate of health issues that the respondents reported during the course 

of their career also warrants further exploring. This could include checking for 

differences between genders and the effect of employer work-life balance policies in 

moderating this finding. Not least from a corporate social responsibility perspective, 

physically ill employees are not an acceptable state of affairs, regardless of the level of 

influence, freedom, and responsibility given to them. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Prior studies on the topic of work-life balance have focused on women’s experiences or 

have ignored gender as a variable. Research into men’s perception of the issue have been 

limited, especially in contemporary settings of high professional status and 

responsibility. This thesis bridged this information gap by examining how men in higher 

status positions perceive work-life balance, how they feel they can influence their work-

life balance, and how they feel that their gender defines their work-life balance. 

Qualitative, semi-structured interviews were performed on suitable subjects and the 

gathered data thematically analyzed against a backdrop of previous theoretical literature. 

The resultant investigation led to an overall picture dominated by responsibility, control, 

and masculinity. The respondents straddled multiple responsibilities: to work, to the 

family, and to themselves. Control of work-life balance was gained and lost through 

interactions involving personal drive, porous borders between work and life, and 

managing the appearance of being an ideal worker to work domain stakeholders. All the 

while, traditional masculine expectations on providing for the family and simultaneous 

contemporary suppositions of increased life domain participation created conflict for the 

respondents. This conflict frequently led to negative eventualities and a supposed 

shedding of the ideal worker image. Respondents without a family did not fare much 

better in managing their work-life balance. 

While the overall nature of the respondent’s work-life balance was alternately lauded and 

lamented, the devotion to work shone through even so. Work was still seen as a place of 

self-actualization, with nary a serious thought given to shifting to a less demanding role. 

Work interfered with life far more often than the reverse. Some respondents had become 

to epitomize the ideal worker, while others showed an implicit or explicit self-deception 

when it came to putting work in its place. The addictive character of higher status work 

stood out, as well as the respondents’ acceptance of subsequent negative consequences. 

Even with this seemingly grim assessment of the situation, a change in dichotomy from 

a more traditional gendering of work roles was apparent. Some masculine models of 

work were discernible, while others were rejected. The notion of work-life balance itself 

was not discarded by the respondents. While the design of this study does not give to 

generalization, these findings lend credence to the idea that circumstances are slowly 

changing. Future studies can home in on specific findings using methods suitable for a 

wider inference of results. 
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APPENDIX 1 INTERVIEW GUIDE 

 

A. Work characteristics  

1. What do you do for a living? 

2. How would you describe a typical day at work? 

How much does your working time vary? Why? 

To what degree can you control your working hours? Who or what impacts your 

working hours the most? How? 

Where do you do work? Why? 

Do you travel in your work? If yes, how and where? 

3. Are you happy with your current working situation? 

Do you find the work to be meaningful (content)? What is especially meaningful? 

In what way? What factors affect this?  

Do you find your work to be burdensome? What in your work is especially 

burdensome? In what way? What factors affect this? 

Have there been any changes in your work, and have they had an effect on you in 

any way? In what way? 

 

B.  Combining work and life 

1. Tell me about your life outside of work. What is meaningful and important to you? 

2. Do you find that it is allowed to do things related to family and free time at the office? 

How do colleagues and superiors relate to the matter? 

What kind of ”unwritten rules” are there in the organization with regards to 

combining work and family/personal time? For example, taking a child/elderly 
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relative/pet to the doctor, using Facebook, hobby activities? Do you do things 

relating to family or free time during the workday? What kind of things? 

3. Do you feel that your employer supports combining work and life? How? 

4. Do/did you feel that using organizational measures aimed at facilitating the 

management of work and life is easy/justified/possible? Why/why not? 

Give an example on how you have used such measures? Did you find the practice 

to be helpful? Why/why not? 

What kind of measures do you feel that there should be more of? 

5. Do you feel that these measures are usable by all employees (on what terms, is this 

negotiable)? 

Do you feel that the use of these practices is equitable towards everyone? How? 

If not, ask for an example of a situation where injustice occurred. How did the 

organization react to this situation? How do superiors and colleagues react to 

these types of situations? 

6. What kind of example does your superior or upper management show with regards to 

combining work and life? How do they bring about this in the working community? What 

would be a concrete instance? How important do you perceive the example of the 

superior and upper management to be? Why? 

7. Does your superior or upper management somehow constrain the possibilities of 

combining work and life? If yes, how? What would be an example of this? 

Is there anything else connected to your workplace that makes combining work 

and life more difficult? How? 

What kinds of changes in management attitude and workplace practices would 

you wish for? 

8. How is the topic of family, life situations and their complexities discussed at the 

workplace? 

Are there things related to family/personal time that you have felt the need to 

hide at the workplace? Do you wish this would change? 
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Are there topics that you wish would not be discussed at the workplace or topics 

that you feel cannot be discussed? Do you wish this would change? 

9. Does your family or personal time affect your work? Conversely, does work affect your 

family or personal time? 

What would be examples of this? 

What does the symmetry between the two look like? 

10. How much do you do work-related matters during your spare time? For example, 

evenings and weekends? 

Do you work as needed or when someone summons you? Who defines this, you 

or your superior? What rules are there in your workplace with regards to working 

outside of office hours? 

What would you do without contact to the flow of information outside of the 

office? To what degree do you expect that others are connected to the flow of 

information? Superior vs. colleague vs. subordinate? 

How do you feel that communication technology affects your work-life balance? 

11. How often do you think about work-related matters during your spare time? 

What kind of things do you think about and what type of feelings do they bring 

about in you? 

How do you process your feelings? Does your employer offer support with 

regards to this (if yes, elaborate)? Do you find the services of the occupational 

healthcare to be useful? Why? 

12. Are work and life two separate things to you or do the borders between the two blur 

in your case? How? 

Do you wish that work and life were separate or connected? Why/why not? 

Do you feel that there has been a change in this during your career? Why/why 

not? 
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If not separate: how do you find the blurring of borders between work and life? 

Do you find it to be challenging? 

If yes: do you feel that you have enough tools to manage the blurring between 

work and life? Give an example of how you manage the issue. How does your 

employer support you in this?  

How do you relax? 

Do you want to be able to not think about work issues during your spare time? 

How do you try to mentally detach yourself from work? Do everyday chores, 

hobbies or specific relaxation techniques such as meditation or yoga help? Does 

your employer offer these as a solution? How? 

13. Have you had to make compromises with either your work or family/spare time 

because you have not been able to successfully combine the two? What kinds of 

compromises and why? 

14. What do you feel that advancing in your career requires? 

Is there internal competition in the matter, how does it present itself? What kind 

of people do you perceive to be your biggest competitors? What kind of people do 

you perceive to be your biggest allies? 

Are your colleagues in the same/higher position men? What is the gender 

distribution? 

How would you describe your colleagues? How would you describe your 

superiors/upper management? How would you describe the working culture? 

Do you find being a man to be an advantage? Do you find being a man to be a 

disadvantage? Do you see a difference between how different men behave and 

their success? How would you describe them? 

Are you the same person at work and at home role-wise? How do these roles differ 

from each other? When does the transition occur? Why do these roles exist? 
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C. Managing at work 

1. If subject has been away on leave: how did you feel that your absence affected your 

work and career? Why?  

2. How did it feel to return back to work? 

3. Are you ever/occasionally/often stressed or tired due to your work? 

If yes: 

What reasons at work and/or family/private life affect the sense of 

stress/tiredness? 

How does stress/tiredness manifest itself? What helps to counteract it? 

Can you talk about this issue at work/with your superior? How does your 

employer and work community relate themselves to the issue? Make it 

easier/harder?  

What is the role of the occupational healthcare? What about practices such as job 

alternation leave, sick leave conventions, vocational rehabilitation? 

How well is your superior, your employer and occupational healthcare aware of 

your life situation? From where has this information originated? 

Additional questions about diagnosis and treatment if applicable. 

4. Is the issue of work satisfaction and coping talked about in your organization? Can 

these be talked about? Why? What kind of things are talked about? What is not talked 

about/cannot be talked about? Why? With whom can you talk? With whom can you not 

talk, why? Whom do you talk with? Do you talk about these issues with someone outside 

of work? With whom and why? How useful do you find talking about these things with 

different parties? 

5. Have you during your career noticed changes with regards to the possibility of 

maintaining balance between work and life? Stemming from your career? Stemming 

from your gender? 
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6. Are you able to sustain your current working pace in the future as well? What do you 

feel about taking a break at some point? 

 

D. What kind of life would you like to lead? Reference earlier answer on current 

work satisfaction. Why/why not? How/how not? 

1. Describe your ideal working situation. Describe your ideal workday. 

2. Do you feel that your ideal working situation is attainable? Why/why not? How? 

3. What factors would prevent or constrain you from achieving this ideal situation. Why? 

How? 

4. What would be your ideal life situation with regards to work and life? Why? 

5. Do you feel this situation is attainable? How? 

6. What obstacles are there to achieving your goals? How can they be removed? Do you 

feel that your gender plays a role? 

7. Where do you feel that your attitude towards work-life balance originates from? How 

do you regard men who maintain a strict separation between work and life? 

8. What does balance between work and life mean to you? 

 

E. Questions common to the project 

1. How do you view the development of your organization/industry in the future? 

2. How do you perceive your own chances in working life in the future? Why? 

3. What factors do you perceive to improve and impair your possibilities to pursue your 

chosen career and work-life balance now and in the future? 

 

Is there anything you feel I should have asked or anything you wish to add to this 

discussion? 


